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Letter from the Editor
My body has changed. On February 1, 2011, a year to the date I'm writing this, I decided I had
enough. I'm not sure if it was a decision, per se. I did not think about what I would do or how I
would do it, only that one day I was driving aimlessly—I was driving aimlessly a lot then and
aimlessly thinking about how unhappy I was and how it was harder and harder to get up in morning
—and the next moment I pulled into one of those strip malls Florida is famous for, and parked in
front of a personal training studio. I was twenty pounds away from four hundred. My joints ached. I
slept badly because I would wake every hour because my body hurt or I couldn't breathe. My wife
would sometimes count the number of seconds between breaths.My writing, my work, suffered. I
didn't have the emotional energy to do it, even though I spentmost of my time on the Lazy-boy,
watching TV, but not really watching TV, just staring at it.
I remember walking into the personal training studio, remember the clients, who were grunting and
sweating and suffering. I remember meeting one of the personal trainers and I remember his first
question to me was: "What do you want?"
What did I want?
To be fitter?
Yes.
To lose a few pounds?
Yes.
To get my diabetes under control?
Yes.
But the question was much more complex than that. What did I want? At that moment, I wanted a
triple cheeseburger, slathered with mayo, and a heaping bag of fries with lots of salt. What did I
want? I wanted a new LCD/LED television. What did I want? I wanted an easy way out. I wanted to
magically wake up the next morning and everything in my life—my weight, my state of mind—
would be miraculously solved. Or worse, I didn't want to wake up at all.

What did I want?
To be happy, I said and I thought right then, what a melodramatic cliché I must sound like, and I
thought, Man, I'm a hopeless hack, rehashing terrible movie clichés lines because when you are this
low originality slips through your fingers, and I thought, Yes, this is exactly what I want. Happiness.
Change.
One year later, I havelost 121 pounds. I no longer have diabetes. I run 5ks for fun, and I am in the
best shape I have ever been in my life. I am happy, but I am happy not because of my
accomplishments. They are part of it, sure. But this happiness is more internal. It is a change on my
outlook on the world, the possibilities, the hope I still cling too. Thishas led to achange in the idea of
myself. I won't lie: I fear that I will return to that person I was a year ago. I fear that person
everyday, his unhappiness like a giant anvil. Still, it is a realistic fear, and the simple
acknowledgement of its existence, makes breathing easier. For the longest time I had stopped
breathing, stopped taking in life, stopped. Now, every breath is new, every breath filled with some
potential, every breath a question mark in a good way. It is better to live and find answers than to
live without questions.
This issue of Sweet explores the nature of change and of desire with poetry by Nin Andrews, Emily
Anderson, Amanda Chiado, John Findura, Suzanne Rhodenbaugh, Jaime Warburton, Liz Kicak,
Sarah Layden; and essays and graphic nonfiction by Brenda Miller, Michael Martone, Matt Roberts,
Nuria Sheehan, Elizabeth Weaver, and Chrissy Spallone.
Please read at your leisure, and afterwards, I pose this question to you, Sweet readers: What do you
want?

—Ira Sukrungruang
Founding Editor
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Nin Andrews
On the island where I was born
       when a son is born, the sorrow inside the home glides out of its hiding places like birds
       and scavenges the remnants of hopes and dreams.
       Pregnant women feed the birds in hopes that they will be sated and thus allow them to give
       birth to a girl.
       At night new mothers can be seen, framed in their lit windows, lifting their infant sons in
       their arms, telling them not to worry. They are as good as daughters. Don’t let anyone tell
       you otherwise. But the sons already know, deep in their bones, something about them is
       terribly wrong.
       Many boys don’t wish to grow up to be married off in exchange for cash. Nor do they want
       to join the ranks of the unmarried island men who work the menial jobs. Some run away
       to join the monastery, hoping to devote their lives to purifying their souls.
       But monastic life is not for every boy. To enter, men must first become eunuchs. Everyone
       knows that the gonads have a mind and soul of their own. An uncastrated man can never
       be trusted on sacred ground. For while a man’s mind says one thing, his penis says
       another. The penis, according to island legend, is the horn of the devil and the source of all
       evil. It is the curse the island boys can never escape.
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4.2
Last Gift
       First the Spanish came to our island, then the English, then the Dutch. They came with
       ships and guns and cannons and their god of death. They came to take our gold, our men
       and women, our souls. We gave them everything they wanted. When they had had
       enough, when they had stolen everything they could and were homesick for their own
       wives and lands, they left. We were never so happy as the day we watched the last of them
       go. But just as the ships were setting their heavy sails and heading across the bay, several
       women waved their arms and ran across the water to ask a few last questions of their
       priest about their god and about their strange kind of prayer. The priest, who was standing
       on the prow of the ship in his robes, was so surprised to see the women running on water,
       he lifted his arm in the air in the sign of the cross. At once the women sank like stones. In
       this way, the first converts on our island arrived. The people on shore who watched the
       women sink became converts as well. And they, too, began to die. This is how death came
       to our island. To this day there are those who believe in death, and those who live forever.
       It is often debated which is the better way.
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Emily Anderson
Elegy for Don Cooper (May 21, 2009)
He turned eighty this year, more or less. We never knew
what to believe from a man who climbed the concrete stairs,
knocked on our peeling front door, and introduced himself
out of the blue: “My name’s Don Cooper,
and I’d like to buy your barn.” Of course my parents
sold it, along with ten of our fourteen acres,
unused except by my sister and me and our friends -- all that space
to explore and tell secrets could be put to better use.
Don introduced me to horses, taught me at ten
how to move without startling the huge creatures,
approach quietly from the side, offer treats
from a flat palm (the tickle of their whiskers and the soft leather
of their lips much preferable to those square yellow teeth),
keep one hand always in contact so they knew I was there.
He taught me that size does not equal strength or smarts.
Horses are dumb, he used to say, big and beautiful but dumb
enough to eat or run until they die. A chestnut mare escaped the barn
one fall and made herself sick by eating all the yellow apples
she could reach before we found her, so maybe he was right.
I never knew how much of what he said was true –
whether he’d really been a cowboy, chased rattlesnakes

in his Army jeep, raced horses in Florida, made and lost millions
over the years. When I heard he’d died, I thought about his horses,
and how maybe we’re just as dumb as they are – eating this life
until it kills us, the sweet juice on our tongues, reaching
up for one more apple, stretching out our necks for one more mile,
regardless of the consequences, knowing only what we desire.
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4.2
Target Practice
My father would stand in the kitchen and shoot
BB’s in the direction of the dog when he barked
too loud or too long. They’re only BB’s,
he’d say, they won’t really hurt him.
They fell harmlessly in the field
behind the doghouse, decapitating
weeds – Queen Anne’s Lace, wild alfalfa,
the tall tufted grass my mother called Timothy.
They lodged themselves in the grooved
crumby bark of the oak tree,
in the the white-painted wood
of the doghouse, bleached and peeling.
And some struck his dusty black fur,
embedded themselves in the flesh of his flank
or his shoulder, stinging like the worst hornet.
One day, the dog must have turned his head

and a tiny lead sphere struck his nose.
I heard his yelp from upstairs but was afraid
to ask what had happened. I remember
that after that, both barking and shooting stopped.
And later, when I sat in the yard and stroked
his sun-warmed side, his damp black nose,
I felt the places where my father’s anger
had sunk like Braille, where the skin
had grown over, learned to accept the metal.
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Amanda Chiado
Angels in the Bathtub
       Angels love to eat cheeseburgers in the bathtub, sometimes they calculate their taxes, write
       their thank you notes, jot ideas for ways in which they might embarrass you for truth’s
       sake. Angels write to God about how it feels to be stuck in a body, but God knows what it
       feels like. God starts many chapters like that: Imagine you’re the gift in the box waiting for
       the big reveal. Angels always close their letters by telling the big G what he is missing out
       on. If he could be affected by whiskey and Rock and Roll he might forget about the caroling
       of angels and his liberally oiled pearly gates. God, Las Vegas is just another temple to your
       name.
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Fire Breathing Darlings
       Her gun’s tongue sounds like a swan when it calls out for adoration. It senses warmth like
       all things bomb-kissed. Love is better kept outside of the body, hot in the hands, sleeping at
       the ribs. I deserve it, she whispers to each bullet when she slides them in the cylinder. She
       is talking about slippery love. Cold rooms are shaped like barrels of grief. Blackbirds wait
       on the treetops looking down at cool blue. Torches and dares walk hand in hand. She was
       called the black widow. When she stands up, she feels like a shovel, metal plate and wood
       handle, splinters and clods of wet mud. If you’ve been buried and worked your way up
       through the earth, you have heard this little ditty. She says that the gun just wants to go
       home.
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John Findura
I See What You Did There
Was it the paper itself or the accidental
touch of hands that was not so accidental?
Either way, when was the last time I
felt anything that immediate and sharp?
Remember how when the wolf is hungry
it hunts, and when it is tired it sleeps?
Should I have pressed you against the wall
and placed my ear just over your mouth?
How closely did you pay attention to me after
I showed you the familiar soil in my hands?
Can I get back to the part about pressing you
against the wall but change “ear” to “mouth”?
Will that one line force you to paint me a
landscape of the desert with a plateau rising?
If I never spilled anything over your shoes
would we have the chance to move so quickly?
Next time I will press you up against the wall
but I cannot say with certainty what I will do.
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Suzanne Rhodenbaugh
Worry
I see us with arms linked
in a circle, heads forward,
the center our benign own
little crater, a dark spot
of safety in the basement.
The sky of Washington,
will it be red or black?
Will it be cold or fire
and how soon?
Should I start out
on a long dark road
south to the family who made me,
once mine’s gone?
Bandits may be about, like in Chinese stories.
In Alaska, I think the Eskimos will start north,
to the very rim of the world.
I’ll pass dead cars and thriving maggots,
perhaps roaches talking openly now.
It will be lonely to think of the whales
and dolphins mourning for us, making the oceans
rise with their crying. And the wild horses on The Plains,
all the confused sad deserted dogs.

And at the end, will God look down
and know a blackened socket
where His eye,
His only eye, had been?
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Jaime Warburton
The Pantoum Says Everything Twice
       The Pantoum is my therapist. Doctor Pantoum. Herr Pantoum. Herr-ess. "How do you feel
       about that?" Pause. "How do you...feel? About that?" I sit on the Pantoum's couch. In my
       mind I'm watching a woman with gray hair, red bandanna, and dream-catcher earrings eat
       a sub sandwich at a bus stop. I haven't eaten a sandwich in over a year. Maybe that will
       save me from becoming her. "Your mother? About, about your mother?" Becoming her is an
       entirely different matter. It's her hands now, already, on my lap, knuckle-bumping, vein       knobbing. When did that happen. "Do you remember, remember you do?" I do. I did. I did
       until I didn't but I always do. My mother in the bathtub. My mother in the hallway, ghosting
       over the vacuum. My mother in the kitchen swinging between the counter and island with
       ex-gymnast arms. You should get a samovar in here, says the busstop woman in my head.
       Half a sub left. A little oil at the corner of her mouth. I could teach you how to make Russian
       tea. My mother and her kettle with internal thermometer. My own internal thermometer –
       I've lost it. Who can take my temperature. Where is my fever now. "What are you thinking?"
       asks the Pantoum. "Are you thinking? What?"
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How to bone a duck:
Pluck her. Pinfeather her. Stuff
your pillows well. Recite her
a poem before bed. Watch out
for a sharp zygomatic.
Tell her about the year
in middle school when you were fat.
Fuck her on the floor,
still wearing sweaters. Then
go away, after saying
you won’t go away.
In return? Not dinner; here’s a country
song: I ain’t changed the sheets
since you left/ your keys are still
on my ring/ dirty kitchen sink knife looks
like a good way out. Is that
how it goes? Even Anatidae love
Dolly Parton, but we’ve got so little
practice singing, less promise than soup:
just humming to ourselves at the fronts
of empty Vs, just wondering if we’re landing
in lakes or in hot pots, holding
only onto iron in our beaks,
pointed back at you.
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Liz Kicak
Summer Sky
The sky turns tart seconds before lightning cracks
the earth. I used to fear that vicious, backlit sky—
the one that screams cellar, mattresses
over huddled shoulders—
but I’m losing my taste for a chamomile-tinted life,
craving light that tastes like lime, the burn
of that tequila shot sky.
I envy her seething rage. Everything envies
bird’s access to sky while sky envies earthworm,
mushroom, dirt-dwellers. She is more
than a placeholder between trees,
cloud canvas, highway for summer breeze.
She is sky. Content no more
to list above the earth hating pine,
and string bean for sinking their roots
into soil and the cattle’s careless grazing.
Fuck the bird, the thankless butterfly.
She spins, she scrapes, she strips the ground
Sucking prairie grass, blackberries, fiddlehead ferns,
she funnels summer corn, marigolds
up and up. Soil an ecstasy of bell peppers,
snap peas, soy beans, horse hoofs, willow roots.
Unshackled, sprinting across the land—sky!
How I adore your pulsing green frenzy,
your absolute disregard for scarring what you love.
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Sarah Layden
Astronauts answer YouTube questions from space
Headline from July 2009
       Q. How do you go to the bathroom in space? – Atlanta, GA
       A. Not so easy, not so difficult; the zipper works the same in any environment; gravity bags
       and tubes; there comes a time when this question becomes redundant; there are no
       bathrooms in space; everywhere is a bathroom.
       Q. What does it sound like in outer space? – Cheyenne, WY
       A. Blank nothing. Eternal nothing. The nothing that fills the inside of seashells, the shushing
       of the womb, or waves that never stop breaking. You have never heard such nothingness.
       You have never heard with your own ears until you have heard this kind of volume. This
       loudness. You can’t turn it off or silence the silence.
       Q. Have you ever cheated on your wife? – Cape Canaveral, FL
       A. In space we call our homesick longing “cheating on Earth.” We stare out crystal-clear
       portholes and cannot fathom why we ever wanted to leave. We regret our flight. For
       penance, we conduct difficult math problems, eight hours per day. (A punishment even for
       math lovers.) We create physics sequences that allow us to travel back in time. The
       government does not know about these maths. Our daily atonement. We can show you the
       proofs.
       Q. Do you ever think about not coming home? – Houston, TX
       A. Anyone who’s been up here will tell you there is a certain freedom in blackness, in stars
       you cannot reach. Isn’t leaving a kind of reaching? Isn’t staying the same as withdrawing
       your hand? I will someday land and keep going. My hand reaches farther than I can see. I
       am home right now, I am never home. I have no things to pack.
       Q. Do you remember Earth? Specifically, do you remember me? – Ft. Wayne, IN
       A. I remember beaches. I remember being birthed into the ocean, and crawling on my belly
       up the shore. There were buildings you could walk into, doors that twirled, elevators that
       laughably shot people up a mere hundred feet. We have been gone not long enough to
       forget everything, but faces, yes, have disappeared. The idea of you has disappeared. For

       one of us, the idea of you has grown strong and tangled, like thorny vines. Define remember.
       Define me.
       Q. Are you lonely up there? – Dedham, MA
       A. Never. Always. But with a different flavor than Earth lonely, people lonely. I am lonely
       for myself, and for rooms with doors I can shut. I am lonely but for a mind that spins
       threads into nothingness and expects nothing, not cohesion, not seeing the thread-ends
       after they’ve been sent forth. One of us is lonely but has always been so. One of us likes to
       say we have each other. One of us retreats into the windowed chamber, waiting for the
       glimpse of the blue and green planet, waiting to see a storm churning over the Gulf Coast.
       Are you lonely down there? Come up. Join us. Be here now.
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On Hair
Brenda Miller
The other day I got a haircut. Not a trim. Not a shaping of the same long bob I’ve had for decades.
No, I threw caution to the wind and got a short pixie cut, modeled after a page in People magazine
I’d torn out to bring to my hairdresser, Marissa. Marissa is a wizard with hair. Marissa has been
babying my bob for years, telling me I have terrific hair in that low, gravelly voice she has—a voice
that makes me feel beautiful even when I walk in pale and pimply, my hair a straggly mess.
“You have great hair,” she says, running her fingers through it, gazing at me in the mirror. “People
must tell you that all the time.” No, Marissa, people do not tell me that all the time, but I still blush a
little and decide to believe her. Marissa’s own hair is long, thick, and curly, running in waves down
her back. She is the kind of young woman who is gorgeous without flaunting it, and I get a little
tongue-tied the minute I sit down in her chair.
At her salon, Honey, they believe a haircut should be a full body experience. First we choose
aromatherapy for the scalp massage—citrus? wintergreen? lavender?—and then she oils up her
palms, cups them under my nose. I close my eyes and sniff in deeply, an exchange that feels oddly
intimate—her glistening hands just inches from my mouth, the quiet settling between us, calm scent
filling my body. Without a word, she places those hands on my scalp, massages with deep thrusts of
her fingers all along my skull, my neck, my shoulders. I sink deeper and deeper into the chair, let
myself get all rag doll on her. This puts me in a good mood, inclined to love whatever she’ll do to
me next.
On this day, with my wrinkled excerpt from People in hand, I told her I was ready—ready for
something new, something different. And before I could even hand her my picture of Carey
Mulligan, Marissa grabbed the current Vogue and showing me the same star, her hair a wild crisscross on her scalp. Marissa’s eyes gleamed. “Oh boy,” she said, “I’ve been waiting to do this for
years.”
*
I’m blind without my glasses. I take them off during a haircut, so the whole time I don’t really know
what is happening. The minute the world goes blurry, I’ve surrendered; I’ve left it up to the beauty

gods to show mercy on me.
I can hear the rapid click of the scissors, changing in timbre as they near my ears and then float
away again. I can feel the comb’s teeth slide across my scalp, smell the fruity scent of hair product,
and the slight astringent tang of newly cut hair. I can feel the cut bits dropping like wet feathers on
my shoulders, can hear the whisper of them falling to the floor. I can hear the rush of water at the
shampoo stations, and the soundtrack of women speaking to women about boyfriends, girlfriends,
husbands, life.
I keep my eyes closed, feel myself falling into a deep rest if the stylist will let me, if she doesn’t
make me talk. I usually take off my glasses in the daylight hours only during yoga class and
napping, so my automatic relaxation response kicks in. My breathing goes deeper. My brain settles
in its cavernous socket. I think of it as haircut meditation, if I’m with a stylist I trust. Snip, om, snip,
om, snip, om—the rhythm of the scissors is enough to woo me into a dream. I live alone, and so I
embrace any gentle touch where I can get it. I nuzzle into those expert hands and would purr if I
didn’t maintain some smidgen of decent comportment.
If I open my eyes during all this, I have only the vaguest sense of what is going on over there, in the
mirror, this figure flitting around my head, her hands sweeping in gestures that resemble a shaman’s.
I don’t even really exist; I’m just a silhouette whose outlines keep changing.
*
I once broke up with a hairdresser in the middle of the night. She was the kind of stylist who insisted
you make your next appointment at the end of the current one, a policy that kept her books
consistently full. So there was always one more appointment to put in your calendar, a fact that
seemed wonderful if you were pleased with your cut—and dreadful if you were not.
I’d been going to her for years. Let’s call her Becky. She gave me a wonderful cut the first time we
met, using all those expensive and environmentally friendly Aveda products, and when we looked
together in the mirror we both smiled with satisfaction at work well done. That’s all it takes to
devote you to a hairdresser for years, even when the relationship—as many do—fails to live up to
that first date.
This relationship can be as intimate as any romance, maybe more so. After all, how many people
stand with you at a mirror and scrutinize your face— that most vulnerable terrain, where we’ve been
secluded with our own ratty selves, where we’ve zoomed in to finger every imperfection. Or we’ve
stood back, trying to take in ourselves in our totality, but it’s impossible because the picture keeps
shifting the longer we look. But here, in the salon, our hairdresser stands behind us, looks with us,
says what are we going to do today? You’re allowed this brief impression that you’re truly in charge
here, that you have some accurate sense of what will make you beautiful. For a moment, just a
moment, the possibility of beauty—true beauty, innate beauty—is open to us. The possibility of
transformation. You feel as though you’re being seen, truly seen, for who you are.

But, alas, we never get the same haircut twice. This hairdresser, Becky—she had her own problems,
talked more frequently about troubles with her husband, took phone calls while snipping at my
bangs. At my last haircut with her, I asked for something different, something new, but when I put
on my glasses I gasped and tears sprang to my eyes. It looked as though I had on a helmet made of
stiff artificial curls; I looked a hundred years old.
“What’s wrong?” she snapped. “This is exactly what you asked for.” I nodded, bit back the tears,
while she blew it out roughly, tried to fix the style, but her next client was already waiting. We made
an appointment for six weeks hence, and three weeks later I took the coward’s way out and called
the salon just before midnight. I didn’t want to talk to her, didn’t want to have the “it’s not you, it’s
me” conversation. I left a breezy message, something about being called out of town and needing to
cancel, I’d reschedule for another time. I hung up, heart pounding, knowing I’d never see her again.
*
While I’m getting a haircut, I sometimes imagine myself as one of those women on a makeover
show—What Not to Wear in particular, with no-nonsense Stacy and funny Clinton. I’ve often
wished they would follow me for a week; I want them to jump out of the dressing room and catch
me before I buy yet one more crew neck black t-shirt. I wouldn’t mind their sarcastic comments as
long as it resulted in a brand new look that emphasizes all that is right with me.
I want to be in the chair with their stylist, Tim, who would tell me I have fabulous eyes and
cheekbones. I want him to smile his sly smile and say, are you ready for something different? I want
him to fuss, to explain how this cut will enhance all my strong features. I want him to do all this
while I can’t see what he’s doing, and I want him to turn me around to face the mirror, reveal my
beautiful self in one unveiling swoop.
On every episode, at some point, the women cry—even the toughest of them. The What Not To
Wear team grinds them down, forces them to yield the elaborate facades they’ve created for
themselves. These are not conventionally beautiful women: they have thick waists, or big noses, or
narrow shoulders, and always when they first start shopping with Stacy and Clinton’s rules in mind,
they find themselves adrift. They have no idea anymore what they look like; they had thought they
looked good; they had been dressing themselves for decades. They don’t want to be judged on their
looks, they say, though in the mirrors they zero right in to the areas that most distress them.
Stacy always makes them say I am beautiful. Say it again, she insists, and tears glisten in their
carefully made-up eyes.
*
It’s only hair, they say, it will grow back. This, when you come home with a mangled haircut, a
frizzy perm, a color distinctly unsuited to your skin. It’s only hair.

True. But true also the distress bordering on anguish when you look in the mirror and see not who
you think you are, but who you dread: the ugly you, the one you knew lurked there all the while.
Over coffee, during a banter of gossipy camaraderie, a friend once said to me, of another woman,
“She cried when she got a bad haircut, can you imagine?” This friend works a domestic violence
hotline. She trained to be a paramedic, works volunteer shifts at the fire station. I can understand her
sentiment—in the larger scheme of things, it does seem rather petty to cry at a bad haircut—and I
nodded with her that morning, pretended to agree.
But oh, how I have cried at bad haircuts! How I’ve come home and squinted at myself in the mirror,
pulled at my hair, snarled. I’ve even, much to my shame, thrown the hairbrush across the room,
cursed, crumbled in a heap on the bed. I once got a perm, god knows why, that made me a
bubblehead for a good month.
I once got highlights that streaked in zebra stripes across the crown of my head. I once got a 5minute haircut at Great Clips that left me with bangs so short they looked like they must hurt. They
did hurt, oh yes, they did.
*
Marissa made gleeful little clucks as she cut my hair off. “This is going to be so great,” she said
again and again. I felt the tip of her finishing scissors right against the corner of my eye and did my
best to stay still as a statue.
“Okay,” she said, “have a look!” I put on my glasses for the big reveal, and I did the little gasp the
makeover clients have perfected. It really was beautiful. The color seemed to have deepened, and
red highlights glistened among the brown strands. My cheekbones had suddenly resurrected. My
eyebrows looked thinner. My eyes were green again, round and wide as that baby’s delighted gaze.
Marissa said, “I know, I know, isn’t it great!” She said the cut looked “enlightening,” when she
meant to say it lightened things up. But I think she had it right the first time. Enlightenment can
sometimes be this simple: pruning away everything that hides who you are.
I seem to be a kinder person with this haircut: more patient, more willing to forgive. Why would this
be? Perhaps because with my face finally exposed—my cheeks highlighted, my eyes bright—I’m
kinder to myself. I look in the mirror and say hey good lookin’. My skin seems to have cleared up
into a semblance of normalcy. I ruffle my hair good-naturedly to give it the Vogue cover look
(though it settles almost immediately into a comfortable side part, kind of tomboyish—more
Gwyneth Paltrow than Cary Mulligan). I buy a top with a flattering neckline; I buy new earrings that
dangle next to my jaw. I think Stacy and Clinton would approve. They stand behind me at the mirror
and demand that I say it: I am beautiful. Then I wink my awkward wink—more of a spastic blink—
and invite us all home for tea.
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Finger Exercises
Tuscaloosa, April
Michael Martone
South
Not the hand of God so much as one index finger pointing, touching there and, then, there no longer
there. I always believed the digitalized clouds staggered, wove, wave after wave of wind. The cloud
circled as it circled. But this, this was a fist. From space, the infrared scored true, a bearing
undeflected, the deep crease in the palm, read, ruled.
West
Disaster skins paper. Unbounds it. Its wake is a wake of paper. Waste balled up. Drifting into drifts,
sheets shifting in the leftover wind. Left like leaves in the stripped bare branches of trees. Files.
Receipts. Photographs. Prescriptions. Directions. Notes. Greeting cards. Menus. Letters. Lists. Lists.
Pages sloughed from books and Bibles found miles away, smoothed by a hand, dog-eared, thumbed
through, blotted, hung out to dry, amateur restoration in order to turn in, to turn back, to return.
North
On 15th Street, there was a neon sign, a pharmacy’s mortar and pestle, flashing. The light strobing
created the illusion of someone’s invisible hand stirring. The storm settled here on this spot. And
ground. Ground. Ground. Ground. Ground.
East
My finger on the remote button pressed rewind over and over and rewound the wind. The wound
undone. Took the wind out of the wind. Outside, the mockingbird stuttered on the sagging cable.
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The Shores of Goa
Nuria Sheehan
We had built a home on the roof of the dead. In this home, a small metal room that was connected to
the rest of the world by only an overgrown rooftop garden, I lived with my mother when I was three
or four years old. Below us were the houses of tomb-keepers, families dedicated to guarding the
dead, guarding the Basti from the recklessness of the living.
The Basti was devotion. It was memory. The Basti was home to the dead Sufi saints, their ancient
bones tucked in elaborate marigold-strung shrines. Swallowed by the sprawl and chaos of Delhi
centuries earlier, the village still belonged to the dead.
My mother wanted to find the living. To find the sea. So we left this home for a vacation of sorts.
What we found was Goa, where the slums surrendered to a dirty, beautiful beach. And on that
beach, a group of westerners, loud and reckless. Disguised as the living, they drummed and danced
at the edge of the water.
From early in the morning they danced in a haze of hash, heads thrown back, unaware of themselves
as foreigners. My mother was dissolving, spinning in circles, tipping toward the endless glass sea.
As if forgetting the dead, those of the Basti and my father, buried on another continent.
The sun had dropped low, the light dense and orange as I returned to our makeshift tent. There, in
the sand, was a pan of hash-sweetened chocolate. Not yet a desperate and greedy creature, I only ate
a small piece. It was enough.
The shoreline quickly began to tip and undulate. The pale dancing figures, my only known
connection to this world, spilled into the sea and disappeared lost amongst the waves. The shanties
behind me crowded into the space of small shadows, tucking themselves into the corner of the tent.
All sound disappeared and I was alone on a trembling line between land and sea. The line went
weak, threatening to give me up to the insistent waves. My fingers and hands receded, becoming
foreign objects. It could be so easy to surrender to those waves, to forget the dead. Forget the living.
But my body wouldn't let me, and as the sky went dark, I curled into the crowded shadows of the
tent.

*
The morning sunlight had no softness as it beat through the canvas, erasing the shadows. The
shanties had crawled out of the corner, back across the street. My fingers worked again. Nearby my
mother slept, eyes pinched as if dreaming of those things that could not be forgotten.
I had escaped the sea and the wavering shoreline. Around me, the shapes of objects seemed to hold.
Except the dog. Beside the tent, the pan sat empty on the sand and a skinny dog, chocolate-faced,
staggered along the edge of the water. Confused, the animal stopped and tried to change direction,
but her shaking legs collapsed. She lay still and I thought she had given in, as I couldn’t, to the pull
of that quavering world. But the dog lurched, jerking against her front legs several times before she
stood and continued moving, uncertainly, along a deceptively steady shore.
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Hauntings
Elizabeth Weaver
If only it were only a ghost story. If that had been the case, then I could tell the story of the gray cat,
Daisy, who had been left behind by the family who'd sold us the house. I could mention that she was
old, that she had lived her whole life with this family and began hiding from us beneath the
bathroom floorboards the minute we took possession of the house – dying within forty-eight hours
of starvation, of cold, of lack of love – the day after we finally lured her out from there with a can of
tuna. I could tell the story of the gray blur that even I—I, who have never believed in ghosts – am
certain I saw running just past my feet in that house for years thereafter. I could talk about the stone
in the back yard that marks her grave, just four feet away from where we found what remained of
buried coal from the house's early furnace.
I could tell the story, instead, of the footsteps that Steven and I later laughed about both having
heard in what would later become our tenant, Kyle's, room—but months before Kyle ever moved in.
Steven would soon begin calling that the Mixer Room. He had Googled our address and found that
an Elizabeth Mixer had died in the house – in, he imagined somehow, that very room above where
we slept. The similarities between our names was not at all lost on me. Elizabeth Weaver and
Elizabeth Mixer. One who weaves, one who mixes. And now our stories were blended somehow,
blurred.
And then there was the fact that it was a Friday the 13th when, left here to take care of the house
without Steven, I'd discovered the bedbug infestation. That would be getting ahead of the story, I
know, but isn't that all I wanted, all of those terrible months? To accelerate past all of those events –
the tenants, the divorce proceedings, all of that which had nothing to do with hauntings or ghosts or
footsteps?
Long before that – before the infestation, before the divorce, before everything – there had been the
night when the stereo seemed to have suddenly turned on by itself – and not only louder than any
volume that had ever been set on it but also in the very middle of a CD that had been left inside,
unheard in our joyless house, for over a month. I'd heard the song before, but I wouldn't know the
lyrics until curiosity later found me looking them up. I'm coming over, the singer warned, and When
I get older,/ climbing up on the back porch fence – My eyes skipped down several lines: And my
shivering voice is singing/through a crack in the window.../ See me standing on a makeshift road/

with the dust storm blowing/ in a long black shadow.
But lest this whole story sound like nonsense, I'll say again that to this day, I don't believe in ghosts;
I only believe in omens.
And so I could tell you, instead, about the odd series of bad smells in the house, something that
seemed to be coming from above the bathroom, some kind of sour odor like rotting food. We made
jokes about “eau de dead-rat-in-the-wall” but never did find “the body” or the flies or anything else
that would explain the source, until one day it simply never came back, as if it had never been.
Above that room, after all, had only been the former owner's master bedroom—the ten-foot ceilings
and moldings and old-fashioned fireplace of which had largely lost their charm to the sickly mintgreen color everything had been painted, earning it the nickname, even to this day and several paint
jobs later (though all of them including some amount of green), of the “green room.”
But get to the point, Steven would be saying to me by now, at this moment in the story; he'd always
hated this about me. And his saying this, exactly, is the point—exactly the truth that all of this was
pointing toward: we were no longer home.
Why can you never just come out with it, Steven would say finally—until all speaking between us,
finally, had ended.
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Recipe: Marshmallow Rice Krispy Treats
Matt Roberts
Marshmallow Rice Krispy Treats [1]
1⁄4 cup margarine [2] or butter
40 large marshmallows [3]
5 cups Crispy Rice cereal
Butter 13 x 9 x 2-inch baking pan. Melt margarine in large saucepan over low heat. Add
marshmallows, stirring constantly until melted. Remove from heat. Quickly add cereal, stirring until
all pieces are evenly coated. Press into prepared pan with back of buttered spoon. Cool. [4] Cut into
squares.
[1] The actual recipe on the box of ShurFine Crispy Rice Toasted Rice Cereal is called
“Marshmallow Squares.” I rely on the ShurFine Promise to bring “value to America’s families by
providing products they can trust, and quality they can depend upon” instead of brand-name product
because we made the decision to return to New Orleans after the storm. After two years in Arizona
clawing our way out of debt, the high price of life below sea-level has almost broken us. In my
wallet, which isn’t a wallet at all but a stack of cards bound together with one of my five-year-old
daughter’s elastic hairbands, is a blue card emblazoned with the image of the state of Louisiana and
the words “Louisiana Purchase.” We use the card to purchase groceries, although there are rules
about what items can and cannot be bought with the card.
[2] We use Brummel & Brown’s Yogurt product instead of butter, and not just because butter is
expensive. My wife, like so many of the people in this sinking city, is back on anti-depressants and
yet still unhappy with her body. This is why I’m not on them myself. I am often alone when the
daughter is at school and the younger brother asleep. I hide bottles of rum in the toolbox, sneak
bowls in the overgrown backyard where crimson colored tanagers and bright yellow warblers patrol
the fallen pecan tree that rests on the roof of the rental. At least once, I masturbate in the laundry
room, scared shitless that the neighbors are going to appear. I am stealing guilty pleasures to feed
some dark hunger. The anti-depressants, if they worked at all, would likely become just another
problem.
[3] We have a bright red canoe, a good karma boat given to us by a friend of my wife’s family, and

hope to take it out to the bayous and spend the day paddling, glassing the Bald Cypress bottomland
hardwood swamps for Glossy Ibis and Barred Owls. We want to get the kids away from this sick
city, still wet and sputtering from being half-drowned. As a child, the floods would fill the streets
with balls of roiling fire ants floating on the surface, the occasional green-banded water snake
mistaken for a cottonmouth. Trees never fell on my house as a child. The water always stayed in the
street. Around Jean Lafitte National Park, the swamp tour boats dangle chicken carcasses off the
side of the boats, and the gators leap from the water, lunging upward to snatch the meat. When I
share this story with my students, one of them says, “They eat marshmallows, too.” Sleeping in the
house with the tree on it, I’m haunted by a recurring dream in which a gator rises out of the water
and snaps off my left hand. In this dream, all that remains of my left hand is a cartoonish
protuberance of mallow white bone jutting from a bloody stump.
[4] When I wake up, it’s not in a cold sweat from this terrible dream. It is because my daughter or
son has woken up in the night, suddenly jarred from sleep by some dark dream of their own, and
joined my wife and me in our shared bed next to the door to the yard, where toads sing and cicadas
whirr. Our children kick the covers from their small, hot bodies, leaving me naked and cold.
Sometimes, I get up and go to the kitchen, open the refrigerator with my right hand, and stare into
the clean, well-lit clutter of our dwindling groceries as if the answer to all of our problems could be
found there.
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Chrissy Spallone
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To Dave Eggers,
The voice of an Arab news anchor resonates in the background, announcing news about Egypt,
Yemen, Tunisia but mostly Libya. I am sitting in the corner of the living room where a painting of a
Moroccan alley hangs in the center. It looks just like the alleys in Libya, I think. I am not listening to
the anchor but my attention will focus at the occasional mention of the capital of Libya; Tripoli,
where my sister and brother are now. But, I don’t like thinking of that. Instead, I read your words on
the page. You’re telling me a story about a Syrian man named, Zeitoun.
The story is oddly familiar but I have never before read anything so honest, so brave. I am reading
about Zeitoun but it is not him I am thinking of. I am thinking of my nieces who, like Zeitoun’s
children, are of Syrian descent and left father-less for a time. Zeitoun was locked in solitaryconfinement after being found in New Orleans post Hurricane Katrina and suspected of looting, then
terrorism given his ethnic background. But, I am not thinking of Zeitoun.
I am thinking of you as the author, your unbiased narrative, your ability to write about the
controversial without overstepping the boundaries to preachy and sentimental. My father changes
the channel to CNN and a commercial comes on. It is an advertisement about a special to be aired
soon; it is called “Unwelcome: The Muslims Next Door”.
My sister snorts. I don’t.
You’re story progresses with Zeitoun in prison. Unknowingly, his face is replaced with my brother’s
who I know to be in a prison somewhere in Libya as I write this. He was picked up in early March
after attending Friday prayers. Gaddafi’s battalions surrounded them with AK47s and machetes and
stormed into the mosque without taking off their shoes. Perhaps, my brother will find a messenger in
prison like the missionary who was merciful enough to have taken a phone number from Zeitoun to
call his wife Kathy, to tell her that her husband lived.
I read, no I watch Zeitoun watch another prisoner being tortured in the fence-like prison he is caged
in. You use this word. Cage. It fits, I think. I’m glad you use it.
Zeitoun watches “helpless, knowing how depraved it was – this was punishment for the other
prisoners, too. It diminished the humanity of them all”. That is me, I think. I look up to the television
once again. I am watching.
That is when I understand the promise my parents made me make. I am the only person they told. I

now know that my brother is not at an aunt’s house with extended legs, resting on an elbow while he
waits out this storm. He is somewhere else, a place I have never seen before, a place stories have not
yet explored. I am carrying this burdening news well. I feel strong knowing I am holding the extra
weight for my sisters and nieces who still play games of jump rope. They are in high-spirits, overly
optimistic. They think they can double-dutch.
I finish reading the narrative about Zeitoun and I think about his name. It means ‘olives’ in Arabic.
Historically, olives have been a symbol of glory, power and peace. Zeitoun was all of those things
when he climbed the plank to his neighbor’s home every day after Katrina to feed the abandoned
dogs. He was all of those things when he rowed his way through flooded New Orleans in a motorless canoe and followed the shouts of the old woman who helplessly clung to a shelf in attempt to
escape the ever flowing ebb of water. Zeitoun was all of those things and you were smart enough to
spot it passed the social-political construct called race. I close the book of Zeitoun and make a
mental note to send you this letter, to thank you.
Sincerely,
Huda Buik
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Dear Ms. Skloot,
It is not often that a story that has been buried and forgotten is unearthed and told earnestly. The
facts may get lost, overlooked or twisted by the author to tell a wilder tale. Characters may get
renamed and disguised until they are unrecognizable. The story in its most honest form may never
be told. It is for these reasons that The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks is a rare, brave and sincere
work of nonfiction. Through rigorous research, science, fact and the utmost respect and love for
those whose stories were told, a forgotten woman is finally acknowledged, celebrated and profusely
thanked for her contribution to science.
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks is carefully crafted and beautifully wrought. The book was
written with attention paid to science, history, racism, ethics and the story of a family who was left
in the dark and terribly wronged in the pursuit of scientific research. It is a provocative and
phenomenal book that deals with truth, justice and science, while maintaining that ability to make
the reader laugh, cry and sweat with anger.
What struck me most about this book was its ability to balance the scientific history of the HeLa
cells and its empathy towards Henrietta’s family. Considering the greatness of her contribution, the
devastating poverty her family is left in is disgraceful. In the words of Lacks’ youngest daughter,
Deborah: “I always thought it was strange, if our mother cells done so much for medicine, how
come her family can’t afford to go to the doctors? Don’t make no sense.” I am most grateful for the
honest telling of the family’s story, for they too were once forgotten.
Thank you Rebecca Skloot for taking on the decade of research and for conducting countless
interviews with the scientists, lawyers, ethicists, journalists and the family and friends of Henrietta
Lacks. Thank you for taking the time to develop a genuine relationship with the family. Thank you
for telling the facts, both the scientific and ethical. Thank you for your determination, for your
compassion and for writing such an astounding work of nonfiction.
With sincere gratitude,
Gloria Muñoz
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To fate:
Thank you for the French, who give me cheese, wine, and tortoiseshell glasses. Anything said in that
lush, throaty cchha shjaamelouie froish chelie moi cherie accent is automatically more, well, more.
Even listening to Nicolas Sarkozy giving a speech to the French congress about American
imperialism sends me into fits of daydream.
So when you/God/Buddha left The Photographer: Into War Torn Afghanistan with Doctors without
Borders on my doorstep, cleverly disguised by a cardboard Amazon box, and when I saw the names
on its cover (Didier Lefèvre, Emmanuel Guibert, Frédéric Lemercier), I was prepared to love it even
if it was terrible. But it’s not.
My fetish for all things French is an inappropriate way to open this letter, since The Photographer is
not about France or cheese or anything heavenly. It is about war, foreign aid, photography, and the
limits of human endurance. Still, though, it feels important to begin with my fetish. Let me explain.
Interweaving illustrations and photographs, as this book does, moves me between fantasy and reality
in a way that emphasizes both the “truth” of the photos and the “story” in the illustrations – not that
those two don’t overlap- they do, which is part of the brilliance of the pairing. Because they are
juxtaposed in this way, I am forced into comparing the ways in which these two mediums
communicate. I am constantly reminded that what I experienced as “story” (because of the
drawings) has actually happened (because of the photographs), which in turn makes me see myself
as alternately a voyuer, consumer, and then witness to a human experience so far from the leftover
Chili’s I just ate for lunch.
Very heady, and very cool, especially because this juxtaposition forces me to confront the way that I
consume information about global events, i.e. America’s current relationship with Afghanistan.
Back in 1986, Didier (who is referred to by his first name in the introduction), the narrator and hero
of this book, spent three months in Afghanistan and Pakistan photographing an expedition of
Doctors Without Borders. After he survived the mountaintop and returned to France, a French
magazine published a two-page spread on his story. Until 2002, when Voyages en Afghanistan (a
book of his pictures designed by Lemercier, that story was the only published evidence of his
journey. In 2003, the gaps between photos were illustrated by his friend Emmanuel Guibert, and put
together in a book designed by Lemericier and published in France, but Alexis Siegel didn’t
translate Le Photographe into English until 2009.

The book is visually intense, like the photos of outdoor surgery in the middle of the night or of the
sixteen year old whose jaw has been ripped off by a piece of shrapnel. These moments are where the
juxtaposition of photographs and illustrations is most intense – I examine the photograph of the
wounded boy’s face, and in the next moment, a drawing of Didier falling asleep.
What impressed me more than photographs of gaping wounds, however, was the emotionally
intensity of this graphic novel. When Didier, lost and near death, unclenches his frozen fingers
enough to photograph his horse against a foggy Afghan mountaintop to “let people know where I
died,” I understand the magnitude of his experience.
The other cool thing that this book does is extend the already unique ways that graphic narrative
plays with time. Graphic narrative is easier and faster to digest. Because of this, graphic artists have
the ability to spend more time in a moment than would be possible with prose, where long
descriptions of paint peeling are tedious. Do you lose meaning by digesting images quickly? Maybe
specific meaning – the meaning prescribed by an author -- but even though the reader of graphic
fiction is moving quickly, they are still taking in those delicate or painful moments that need to be
slowed down, but aren’t explicitly defined. Take the 12 frames in The Photographer that document
a French doctor brushing her hair in the morning. As a reader I experience both the time passing
inside each frame and, without being directed by language, the time that passes between frames. I
“see” Didier adjusting his exposure or reframing the shot, I hear the click of his shutter. Suddenly a
single sentence- “Juliette is making herself pretty for the climb up the pojol,” has the weight of real
experience.
Readers of graphic narrative forget that they are reading. This is an advantage of all story-telling
mediums – we are allowed to escape into fantasy, or in the case of non-fiction, other people’s lives.
So, like the illustrations and photographs, both my fantasy about France and the real France can coexist. In fact, one illuminates the other.
Skeptics of the graphic novel’s ability to be “literary” should read this book, because it is graphic
narrative’s answer to Clement Greenberg’s famous essay Modernist Painting, which calls for
painting to justify its own existence. In short, for painters to use paint to do what other mediums
cannot.
Lemercier, Guibert, and Didier use this unique combination of drawings, photographs, and language
to remind us that we are forgetting - forgetting about the act of reading, but also about the reasons
we tell stories: to escape, but also to remember.
Best,
Claire Stephens

